THE SYSTEM OF LEGISLATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF AZERBAIJAN IN THE FIELD OF PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS

The copyright has a great cultural, humanitarian, economic significance. So, the portion of industry basing only on the copyright constitutes 7.3% in the world economy. The protection of copyrights creates an opportunity for protection of cultural heritage, wide spread of cultural values in the society and emergence of new creative samples.

Legislative acts protecting and defending the rights of creative individuals have also emerged as a necessary condition for the preservation of national heritage, cultural traditions and identity. The creation of a strong and independent cultural industry depends on the existence of such laws. The constitutional legal recognition of intellectual property rights in the Republic of Azerbaijan was first established by the Constitution dated November 12, 1995. Article 30 of the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan, which states the importance of these rights in the third chapter, “Everyone has the right to intellectual property.” Copyright, the right to invention and other types of intellectual property are protected by law. This provision of the Constitution provides creative independence, creates a legal base for protection of all works of science, literature and art being the result of creative activity not depending on arrangement, value, content, also form and method of expression, as well as creates full liberty and independence opportunity for creative persons in selection of subject, genre and form by protecting any creative result. The Constitution Republic of Azerbaijan guarantees the protection of intellectual property rights, and, as seen from these constitutional-legal norms, the legislation clearly defines the scope of rights and intellectual property protected by law. It should be noted that the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan adopted when Azerbaijan was in the content of the Soviet Union did not stipulate intellectual property rights. For this reason, the definition of intellectual property issues in the current Constitution is considered to be a progressive norm. Determining the right of intellectual property rights in the Constitution directly indicates the constitutional legal value of the right of intellectual property, the importance of the state and the importance of people. It affects the various fields of life, including economic, cultural, scientific, and human life in the activities of the state and society. The constitutional legal protection of the right to intellectual property is the system of integrated measures defined by the Constitution being the supreme law of the state and the sectoral legislative acts adopted based on it, applied in order to ensure implementation of intellectual property rights, various forms of legal remedies (self-defense, judicial protection, international protection, etc.) and providing for legislative, organizational, technical and other methods.

The recognition of the freedom of intellectual activity and the right to intellectual property is one of the driving factors in the development of science, technology, culture, economics and other fields, as well as material and spiritual life, human personality and society. The constitutional norm of “the copyright, the right to invention and other forms of intellectual property rights are protected by law” while declaring that all types of intellectual property rights are protected by law, obliges legislators to adopt special laws aimed at protecting human and citizen’s rights and freedoms.

As a democratic, legal and worldwide state, the state of Azerbaijan was a member of the World Intellectual Property Organization in 1995, joined to all international convention and treaties in the direction of protection of copyrights and related rights and coordination of legislation with international standards, it was a member of many universal and regional character international organizations, also concluded bilateral contracts with region states. The state of Azerbaijan included international contracts, which are supported by it, in the legislative system, created the normative-legal base, formed institutional supervision mechanisms in the field of protection of copyrights and related rights and determined fulfillment of international liabilities as a duty. We must note when we speak about legislative system in the field of protection of copyrights and related rights in the Republic of Azerbaijan that, in accordance with the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan on “Copyrights and related rights” dated 1996, the legislation of Azerbaijan Republic on Copyrights and related rights consists of the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic, Civil Code, this law, other appropriate normative legal acts and supported international contracts.

Copyright is one of the most important aspects of intellectual property law. In the modern world, no boundary can prevent the spread of creative works. Therefore, the copyright became such a field that its center point is in each part of the world and has no circle. All these are of utmost importance in the development of international trading of cultural blessings and such mutual performance security must be provided. In this regard, the international contracts in the field of copyrights and related rights bear an important significance in regard to protection of these rights. Azerbaijan Republic joined to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works dated 9 September 1886 (Paris Act dated 24 July 1971 amended on 28 September 1979) on 27 November 1998, the International
Convention signed in Rome city on the Rome Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations on 10 May 2005, the Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms against Unauthorized Duplication of their Phonograms (Geneva on 29 October 1971) on 16 February 2001, the “World Copyright Treaty” on 30 September 2005, the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty on 30 September 2005, the Marrakesh Treaty to facilitate access to published works for persons who are blind, visually impaired or otherwise print disabled on 12 June 2018. Generally, the Republic of Azerbaijan has joined to 9 Treaties and Agreements of the World Intellectual Property Organization. According to the Article 1 of the Cooperation Programme dated 30 May 2006 concluded between the Azerbaijan Republic Government and World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), strengthening the role of intellectual property in relevant fields of scientific, technological, cultural and economic activities carried out by various business entities in the territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan was determined as one of the purposes of the cooperation programme6.

The state of Azerbaijan took part actively in international cooperation in the field of intellectual property and joined to many regional contracts in the field of copyrights and related rights. The Agreement on “Cooperation in the field of protection of copyright and related rights” (24 September 1993, Moscow city) concluded by presence of CIS countries as international contract concluded at regional level, where the state of Azerbaijan joined, the Agreement on “Cooperation of the Member States of the Commonwealth of Independent States in Combating Computer Crimes (01 June 2001, Minsk city) aims to cooperate and create legal grounds for it in order to provide efficiently the combating computer crimes, to reveal crimes and to conduct investigation.

Bilateral treaties also have important significance in the direction of protection of copyrights and related rights. As a result of just such treaties, copyrights and related rights are protecting reliably in close regions. So, there are national, cultural, religious and other common values in the most cases in the states located in adjacent or close regions, in this regard, there may be similar music, creative works, etc. and there are problems in determination of initial author. In this regard, the Government of Azerbaijan concluded treaties with many region states in the direction of protection of copyrights and related rights. Azerbaijan government included the international agreements that it is a party to its legislative system and defined implementing international obligations as a duty. Thus, Understandings on “Cooperation in the field of protection of the copyright and related rights” between the “Azerbaijan Republican Government and Uzbekistan Republican Government” dated 1997, “between Azerbaijan Republic Government and The Cabinet of Ukraine” dated 2002, “between Azerbaijan Republican Government and Turkish Republic Government” dated 2005, “between Azerbaijan Republic Government and Tajikistan Republic Government” dated 2012, “between Azerbaijan Republic Government and Turkmenistan Republic Government” dated 2017, “between Azerbaijan Republic Government and Kazakhstan Republic Government” dated 2017, Agreement between the Copyright Agency of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Russian Copyright Society in the field of collective management of mutual property rights and mutual assistance dated 2001 and Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation between the Government of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the World Intellectual Property Organization dated 2018 can be indicated as a sample to the bilateral agreements in the direction of widening international cooperation in the field of protection of copyright and related rights.

The protection of cultural heritage belonging to the people of Azerbaijan, fight against Armenian plagiarism, increase of the role of creative industry basing on the copyrights in modern economy and its impact to information society, improvement of legislation in this field is one of the priority directions of public policy in the Republic of Azerbaijan. One of the important duties in the direction of protection and development of copyrights and related rights in the Republic of Azerbaijan is coordination of national legislation to international standards, contracts and treaties, also European directives. In this regard, the process of improvement of legislation in the fields of copyrights and related rights is realized successfully.

By enacting Law on “Copyrights and Related Rights” in 1996 Azerbaijan was one of countries first created legislative base in this field in the former USSR. This law approved the principles of legal state building that declared by the government as a first Act in the field of copyright in the Azerbaijani history. This Act strengthens main directions of public policy in the field of copyright, regulates relations among the authors (holders of the right), works and users and provided the national legislative base of copyright. The following main directions of the Act were defined:

1. encouraging and stimulating creative performance regarding to creating scientific, literal and art works and increasing nation’s sentimental values;
2. Establishment of legislative base providing definition and protection of copyrights on the basis of advanced international experience;
3. Establishment of legislative base providing definition and protection of copyrights on the basis of advanced international experience;
4. Protection of copyrights of the national right holders in the territory of other countries by developing international relations’.

The most important feature of this Act consists: it completely revoked postulates of the “Soviet copyright” that was established on the basis of unequal relations principle among the creators and users of the work and more properly can be called “right of using works”. In the legislation of the new copyright, firstly, the judgement of the old “the author is not a holder of his/her work, he/she is only its author” leaning on the dogmas “non-assignment of the author’s property rights” and “using freely published works with or without payment” was routed. In this Act another heris of “Parties’ (author – user) will is not independent but limited” was refused. According to that provision the utmost strict regulation of the content of the author contracts with honorarium rates that confirmed publicly limited the copyrights of the work creators. The Act is based on the “continental” notion on the copyright as a “personal” right in comparison with the commercial directed anglo-saxon “copyright”8.

The other important factor is a protection of the spiritual rights of the creative persons and it is also considered the main issue of the continental view. Principles accepted in the Act are conforming to the copyright of the Euro-
pean countries. This is of great importance from the standpoint of the Azerbaijan law being in harmony and unity with the European law. The Act also confirms rights related with the copyright – rights of the singers, phonogram producers and programme organizers (radio and TV). This is a positive event providing the copyright legislation system including “supporters on creativity” all together. Furthermore, validity period of copyright for 70 years after the death of the author confirmed, proportional payment method was considered that is more suitable for the other right holders. By referring to legislation only minimum limit of the payment is regulated by law and noted that payment methods are defined by means of negotiations between the right holders and the users of their works. According to the Decision No 38 dated 2 May 1997 of the Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Republic and on the basis of the following government decisions minimum rate limits were defined on different types of works, sample forms of the copyright contracts were confirmed, methods of voluntary registration of works and issuance of certificates for their registration and other issues playing important role in the application of copyright legislation were regulated.

On kind of intellectual property protected with copyrights is non-traditional intellectual property. Non-traditional intellectual property means integral scheme topologies, data collection and examples of folklore. These kinds of intellectual property are protected with special protection right. According to the AR Law on “Legal protection of integral scheme topologies” dated 31 May 2002 integral scheme mean electronic data implementing fully or partially certain electronic scheme functions consisting of relations of elements and interelements prepared integrally under the base and (or) in the base volume while integral scheme topologies mean spatial-geometric location of elements and interelements relation that reflected in the base. The below mentioned spatial and geometric placement of integral scheme elements and the collection of inter-element relations is called as topology of integral scheme. The legal protection is concerned only the original topologies. Furthermore, issues of legal protection of topologies and rights for topology, assigning property right for topology to the other individuals or legal persons, protection term of the exceptional right for using topology, protection of right for topology, protection of rights for topology in the foreign countries are reflected in the Act. Exclusive rights to use the topology are valid for a period of 10 years.

One of the main legislative, linking and regulative functions of the state is protection of folklore, folk art under the legal bases. Folklore as called “archeology of the human spirit” rightfully as a cultural heritage not only provides the cultural specificity of ethnus, but also acts as the national worth, cultural wealth of all of the world. It is impossible to provide the legal protection of folklore with copyrights and there is a need for special protection. Though folklore expressions are not the objects of the copyright, their protection can be provided within the “works belonging to the community (public) property”. Moreover, active works of WIPO and UNESCO in recent years gives base to consider that national legislations offered with regard to the special protection (“sui generis”) of international mean and folklore shall become the reality of the international and national legislations in recent direction of protection.

Azerbaijan Republic Law on “Legal protection of Azerbaijani folklore expressions” was accepted on 16 May 2003. This Law regulates relations regarding with the provision of protection, usage and defense of the national folklore expressions of the Azerbaijani’s cultural heritage as a special type of the intellectual property. This law on protection of folklore expressions being the sensitive themes of the cultural heritage is the first law on the Eastern Europe and CIS. As to Law Azerbaijani folklore expressions mean rhetoric samples that created verbally, folk music, games and dances, folk art and applied art samples (in material or non-material form) as well as other folk art samples reflecting Azerbaijan nation, their traditional–literal worths, world outlook, hopes and dreams, characteristic features of literal heritage.

Folklore expressions, main directions of the public policy in the field of protection of folklore expressions, rules of using folklore expressions, violations while using folklore expressions, protection of intellectual property right for folklore samples, legal protection of folklore samples in the foreign countries are defined in the Law. At present, Azerbaijan follows under the international projects are carried out in the direction of protection, improvement and delivering to the future nations of folklore expressions, establishing legislative base providing legal protection of folklore expressions, creating opportunity for international cooperation with the purpose of legal protection of folklore expressions belonging to Azerbaijan nation in the foreign countries. It should be specially noted that not only the national monuments, but also monuments, national folklore expressions belonging to the other nations are protected and cared in Azerbaijan. For instance, Russian, Jewish Churches are also protected as cultural heritage samples in Azerbaijan. Needless to say that all the national-cultural wealth within the territory of Azerbaijan belong to it. This means that there is objective relation to the cultural heritage samples, folklore art here.

According to the Azerbaijan Republic Law on “Legal protection of Information collections” dated 14 September 2004 information collection means objective form of presentation of works, data and other materials that worked out in systematic or methodic way and that may be obtained electronically or by other means. As to Law, protection by the copyright refers to the objectively disclosed and non-disclosed information collection regardless of its assignment and worth. Issue, expiry and protection term of property rights for the legally protected information collection, official registration and illegal usage of information collection, defense of rights for information collection and responsibility issues for illegal usage of information collection are regulated by this law. The holder (holders) of exclusive right or producer for data collections, also date collection protected with special protection right may register it officially in the Copyright Agency during validity period of rights (excluding data collection keeping the information concerning the state secret in itself).
les, trademarks and geographic guidelines being the object of the copyright. AR Law on “Enforcement of intellectual property rights and fight against piracy” dated 22 May 2012 is accepted with the purpose of regulating relations arising with regard to provision of the protection of intellectual property, protection of interests of the owners of intellectual property rights and law breaches in this field, as well as preventing illegal production and spread of copies of the intellectual property objects and in general with the purpose of provision of intellectual property rights according to the requirements of constitutional legal norms on recognition and legal protection of intellectual property rights.

This Law is a special source on protection of intellectual property rights. According to Law the holder of intellectual property rights (right holder) – is a physical or legal person that intellectual property rights belong as well as is Azerbaijan Republic in relation with folklore expressions (traditional cultural expressions) (Article 1.0.2). As it seems from the abovementioned norm in Azerbaijan Republic the subject of intellectual property rights are physical or legal persons, while the special subject is Azerbaijan Republic. The first chapter of AR Law on “Provision of intellectual property rights and fight against piracy” dated 22 May 2012 consists of the general provisions and included intellectual property rights, holder of intellectual property rights, audiovisual work, computer program, information collection, pirate product, piracy, counterfeit product notions. In the second chapter civil-legal and administrative procedures and remedies that applied during breach of intellectual property rights (compensation, measures arising from the court decision, measures for satisfying the claim) are given.

Measures defined by the Law on “Enforcement of intellectual property rights and fight against piracy” are directed to the enforcement and protection of the holders of intellectual property rights and in case of breach of intellectual property rights are applied under certain legislation (Article 2.1). Moreover, urgent control function of state must be indicated with regard to provision of rights. It is mentioned in the Article 10 of the Law that measures on protection of intellectual property rights in the customs border, also measures with the purpose of preventing piracy or import (export) of counterfeit copies are applied under the regulations defined by the Customs Code of the Azerbaijan Republic. As provision of following the rights is one of the main part of intellectual property legislation (any, the worthiest intellectual property system is considered imperfect for the holders if intellectual property rights if it is not powerful to provide defense of its own rights) special requirements are forwarded to the public linking function in the field of rights satisfaction.

Special fight programmes against piracy, systematization of law breaches, joint activity of certain ministry and departments in the base of authority, monitoring of the market, broadcast and results of claims in the court instances play important role here. From this standpoint in the said Law using codes of unique digits (identification numbers), sticking control marks, responsibility issues for illegal use of copies of copyright and related rights (audiovisual work, phonogram, computer program, information collection, book) and control marks are defined with the purpose of legal protection of copyright and related rights within the frame of measures taken against production and disclose of copyright and related rights copies by means of piracy.

Various provisions about the copyright are given in some laws like AR Law on “Ownership activity”, “About Culture”, “Cinematography”, “Architectural activity”, “City planning”, “Advertisement”, “Publish work” and others.


Also, the following Decisions of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Azerbaijan constitute the normative legal base in the field of copyrights and related rights: the Decision on approval of the “Rules for the determination, distribution and payment of the minimum amount of royalties for the reproduction of audiovisual works and phonograms for personal purposes without income” dated 24 August 2007, the Decision on approval of the “Rules for registration (accreditation) of organizations managing the property rights of authors and owners of related rights on a collective basis” dated 22 September 2011, the Decision on approval of the “Rules for allowing natural and legal entities of foreign countries to use the samples of Azerbaijani Folklore for commercial purposes outside the Republic of Azerbaijan” confirmed under Order No 287 dated 30 August 2005 of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan dated 28 October 2013 and Order of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan about provision of activity of Intellectual Property Agency of the Republic of Azerbaijan dated 30 July 2018 in the field of copyrights and related rights.

By considering modern development trends in the field of copyrights and related rights, the copyright legislation of Azerbaijan is constantly developing and improving. The creative industry basing on copyrights is developing rapidly. One of the problems in the legislation in the field of protection of copyrights is a problem of protection of copyrights on the internet. Internet became to virtual market of intellectual property. 50 percentage of information posted on the internet network is preserved with intellectual property rights. Three of each four goods sold in the order of e-commerce are the objects of copyrights and related rights. Internet gives an opportunity to users to cross
natural borders of the states easily and Internet creates an opportunity for use of creative works of authors. In general, the growth rate of normative legal regulation related to the protection of copyright on the Internet lags behind the speed of the Internet. As a result, authors can’t benefits from conclusions of their intellectual works and the creative stimulus falls. In this regard, the draft bills about protection of copyrights on the internet and protection of rights of broadcasting organizations developing in the Republic of Azerbaijan. On the whole, the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan on intellectual property bears complex character as in all developed countries and covers the provisions of state, administrative, financial, labor and criminal law. 

---
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Legislation protecting the rights of creative people plays an important role in protecting national heritage, cultural traditions and the identity of the country. The creation of a strong, independent cultural industry depends on the existence of such laws. Constitutional and legal aspects of copyright in the Republic of Azerbaijan Recognition was first enshrined in the Constitution of 12 November 1995. The Constitution directly guarantees the protection of copyright and specifies the scope of rights and intellectual property protected by law. One of the traditional functions of each state is extensive international cooperation, which creates conditions for ensuring that the rights of national authors are not protected abroad and the rights of foreign authors at home at the national level. According to international norms, the right of every person to participate in cultural life, to benefit from and apply the achievements of scientific progress, and to protect the spiritual and material interests resulting from his scientific, artistic and literary work is recognized. According to the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan on Copyright and Related Rights of 1996, the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan on Copyright and Related Rights consists of the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan, the Civil Code, this law, other relevant normative legal acts and international treaties. The Republic of Azerbaijan, which became a member of WIPO in 1995, has improved the system of copyright protection, created a regulatory framework, acceded to almost all international conventions and agreements on the protection of intellectual property and harmonization of legislation with international standards, as well as with countries in the region. Bilateral agreements have been concluded, and institutional control mechanisms have been established in the field of protection of intellectual property rights. The main goal here is to effectively protect the rights of authors of literary and artistic works in an equal and uniform manner at the international level.
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ПРАВОВА ДИФЕРЕНЦIЯ ПРИ ВIТЧИЗНЯНому ЗАКОНОДАВЧУМУ ДЕФОЛТI У СФЕРi ІНТЕЛЕКТУАЛЬНОї ВЛАСНOSTI НА ЛIКАРСЬKИЗАСOБИ

Постановка проблеми. Крiзь призму реалiй пандемiчного сьогодення аргументовано вбачається прiоритетнiсть питання безпеки, ефективностi i якостi лiкарських засобiв та надзвичайна важливiсть їх доступностi як окремо для кожної людини, так i в цiлому для системи охорони здоров'я України. Динамiчнiсть інтелектуальної власностi – сфери з юридичною оболонкою та нестимульовано зовнi економiчною сутнiстю, рухомою інновацiйним потенцiалом, безоперечно, потребує належного законодавчого врегулювання.

Вочевидь, iмплементацiя мiжнародних нормативно-правових актiв щодо інтелектуальної власностi на лiкарськi засоби у вiтчизнaном законодавствi, що вiдбувалась протягом майже 30 рокiв, виявилася бiльш трансформацiйною, нiж трансферентною. Зрозумiло, що для адаптацiї законодавчих норм Європейського Союзу, пiдкiдень колосального практичного досвiду у неординарнiй галузi права – інтелектуальнiй власностi на лiкарськi засоби, до законодавства України, – необхiдна iдентифiкована стала правова платформа.